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Message from Head of School
This document is a testament to the outstanding effort made by our students to meet high
expectations they have set for themselves. All are to be commended for the exceptional results
outlined in the pages that follow.
It is inspiring to see so many young individuals truly strive to attain their best. The students are
not only remarkable by their scholastic achievements but their performance in a wide range of
extra-curricular activities. Many students have also earned our respect for the contributions they
have made to better our school community, as well as, Calgary and globally. It is heart-warming
to see so many young and caring individuals do their part to better the lives of others.
Success in school is also the result of determination and commitment to core values that are
embraced by a purposeful parent community. Ongoing support is essential to the development,
achievements and happiness of their children. The efforts made by parents to reinforce lessons
learned in the classrooms are critical to the positive growth of all children.
Sincere thanks goes to Webber Academy teachers and support staff who continue to have a
profound impact on these results and are much appreciated for their tenacity, commitment and
loyalty which are attributes they demonstrate every single day. I believe our teachers are providing
Webber Academy students with first class instruction and it is truly a pleasure to work with each
and every one of them.
Dr. Neil Webber
President & Head of School
Webber Academy
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Accountability Statement
The Annual Education Results Report for the 2020-2021 school year and the Education Plan for the
three years commencing September 1, 2021, for Webber Academy Foundation was prepared under
the direction of the Board of Directors in accordance with its responsibilities under the Private Schools
Regulation and the Education Grants Regulation. This document was developed in the context of the
provincial government’s business and fiscal plans. The Board has used the results reported in the
document, to the best of its abilities, to develop the Education Plan and is committed to implementing
the strategies contained within the Education Plan to improve student learning and results.
The Webber Academy Board of Directors have been provided with the Combined Annual
Education Results Report for the 2020-2021 school year and the three-year Education Plan for
2021-2024. The Board approved this report in a regularly scheduled November board meeting.
This combined document is showing on our school website at www.webberacademy.ca under the
heading: Resources.
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Webber Academy’s Mission & Values Statement
“To prepare students to thrive in university and beyond…”
This mission will be accomplished by creating an environment of high expectations of
achievement, behaviour and service. Our society needs citizens with strong moral and ethical
values, who believe in the responsibilities of citizenship and service to others. At Webber
Academy, we will actively encourage the growth and development of these traditional values in
our students. Participation in, and enjoyment of school life will prepare our students for
responsible involvement in their communities and our society as a whole.
Principles/Values the Webber Academy Board of Directors and the school faculty believe in:
•
•
•

Personal attention for each child;
Creating an atmosphere where young people of many faiths and cultures feel equally at
home;
Providing a high calibre school whose graduates will have a positive influence in the world.

At Webber Academy, we will expect students to:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Care for themselves;
Respect themselves and their peers;
Respect their teachers, leaders, and all adults;
Honour their parents;
Be truthful and honest;
Work hard and use their talents and abilities;
Speak well of others;
Be loyal and trustworthy;
Be courteous;
Be cooperative and work as a team member;
Honour our country’s heritage and place in the world;
Be committed to principles;
Reach their full potential.
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A Profile of the School Authority
Webber Academy, located in the southwest quadrant of Calgary, serves students from all areas
of the city. We are a school for children with above average abilities from homes where it is
believed there is strong parental support for a structured and all-encompassing education to
properly prepare individuals to pursue and meet with success in post-secondary pursuits.
The 2021 school year ended with a total of 967 students from Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12
who all successfully completed their program of studies. The total the year previous was 953
students. Enrolment in September 2021 was 1002 students. June 2021 also saw the
seventeenth Webber Academy graduating class with a total of 58 Grade 12 students moving on
to University. This class of 2021 brings our student alumni count to 818 and several of them still
take part in Webber Academy activities when they find some free time away from postsecondary studies.
As we strive to meet the needs of every child and provide enriched academic and extracurricular programs, the school is committed to providing outstanding educators. All children are
viewed as remarkable individuals with great potential who must be challenged in a multitude of
areas by inspiring teachers who endeavour to promote a love of learning.
Staff members regularly review curriculum and assessment objectives and contribute new ideas
that are incorporated into Webber Academy practices that tie in well with the Alberta Programs
of Studies. The Webber Academy curriculum will continue to reflect the needs, skills and
abilities of our high achieving students.
The Board of Directors consists of Calgary residents with varied and valuable backgrounds who
strongly believe in the Mission and Vision of Webber Academy and we are truly grateful for their
expertise, service and loyalty.
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2020-2021 Webber Academy Graduates
Number of Grade 12 graduates: 58
Number accepted to university: 58 (100%)
Percentage of students who took at least one AP course: 90%
Number of AP exams written by this graduating class: 291
Average exam mark: 4.2 (out of 5)
Percent of exams written with score of 3 or higher (out of 5): 95.2%
Number who were eligible for the Alexander Rutherford Scholarship: 58 (100%)
(Based on criteria of having an average of over 75% in five courses, including ELA)
Where 2021 graduates are currently studying:
McGill University; McMaster University; Queen’s University; University of Alberta; University of
Calgary; University of Saskatchewan; University of Toronto; University of Waterloo; Western
University
Brown University; Carnegie Mellon University, Johns Hopkins University; Princeton University;
University of California, Berkeley; University of California, Los Angeles
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland
Major scholarships ($10,000 or more):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dalhousie University - Entrance Scholarship – $10,500
King’s College - Entrance Scholarship – $10,000
University of Alberta - President’s Entrance Citation – $30,000
University of British Columbia - Presidential Scholars Award – $10,000
University of Calgary - Chancellor’s Award – $60,000
University of Toronto - Schulich Leader Scholarship – $80,000
o Arbour Scholarship – $32,500
o Scholars Award – $10,000
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A Glimpse into the 2020-2021 School Year
The 2019-2020 school year ended with students throughout the province being required to
complete their education online from home for several weeks as a result of the worldwide
pandemic. From the onset of the 2020-2021 school year, staff members at Webber Academy
reported being impressed by the manner in which students demonstrated enthusiasm and
positive attitudes about the return to in-person learning. It was clear they were ready to give
prompt attention to their academic pursuits. Students also showed a willingness to do their part
to make the school environment as safe and welcoming as possible by adhering to pandemic
protocols put in place by provincial authorities. In preparation for the school year, a deep clean
was undertaken over the summer months as per usual, and our Head of School approved the
hiring of additional cleaning staff to meet our high standard of cleanliness and ensure ongoing
frequent sanitizing of high touch surfaces areas.
Teachers were well prepared and readied students to better utilize an online platform known as
Google Classroom to support at home learning in the event there was a need for any to be
absent from school due to illness or isolation. Through Google Classroom, students generally
remained current with the program of studies and submitted assignments in a timely fashion.
Students were encouraged to reach out to their teachers for clarification of assignments
whenever needed. The administration team monitored methods put in place to ensure students
were provided an opportunity to achieve their best.
As was the case everywhere, staff recognized a heightened need to address the mental health
of students. Our school psychologist, administration, and counselling teams had increased
responsibilities as a result of the negative impact of the pandemic. However, it was also evident
that many students learned to be flexible and possessed strong coping skills.
In terms of addressing the mental and physical wellness of our students, members of staff
worked as a team and mapped out plans to have several extra-curricular clubs and activities
unfold in a safe and caring manner. Our athletics program continued even though interschool
competition had come to a halt. We commend the coaches and athletes for their commitment.
Despite not being able to compete against other schools, our coaches held tryout sessions and
made team selections. The players trained hard and played multiple games within our own
school community. Even though COVID-19 negatively impacted the overall experience of
athletic pursuits, our student athletes still demonstrated impressive skill development and
exceptional sportsmanship. In fact, many of them expressed more gratitude than ever before to
their teachers and coaches.
Despite the pandemic, an interesting fact surfaced at the end of November 2020. Sixty-six
Webber Academy students in grades 7 through 12 received congratulatory notice for perfect
attendance during Term 1. Over the last several years, this number was typically less than 20.
The 2021 New Year began with a provincially mandated four days of virtual learning for
students. Teachers reported exceptional attendance by our student body. Staff were elated at
the prospect of welcoming students back to school on January 11, 2021. Luckily, we
experienced only a single case of COVID-19 among our school population between August
2020 and April 2021. Cases did become more prevalent following a two-week spring break but
thankfully, none of our students or staff suffered any serious illness.
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Activities Beyond Scheduled Classes & Student Achievements
Model United Nations
Our high school Model United Nations Club had a record number of students participate in
2020-2021. This club consistently attracts students interested in debate, public speaking, and
international affairs. It provides participants with an opportunity to develop their leadership skills
and connects them with peers beyond instructional class time.
Mathematics
Several students wanting to build upon their math skills were encouraged to challenge
the Problems of the Week that were posted by Senior School teachers every Thursday on the
Extra Curricular Mathematics Google Classroom. Grade 11 student Arnav Kumar earned the
top score in the province in the Alberta High School Mathematics Challenge. He was one of 80
Canadian students who competed in the Canadian Mathematical Olympiad as a result of
excellence attained in the Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge. This was the third
consecutive year Arnav had earned the highest school-awarded score on the Canadian Open
Mathematics Challenge.
North America Writing Contest
In January of 2021, Madeleine Luntley, a Webber Academy grade 12 student, became a finalist
in the New York Times Annual Personal Narrative Contest. This was a phenomenal
achievement considering there were thousands of entries being judged by a panel of NYT
journalists and educators. The New York Times later announced the Top 7 winners and
Madeleine was among them, and the only Canadian, with her story, "A Friday Afternoon in
Spring".
Speech
Grade 12 student Zaeem Lone represented our school and the province at Speech Nationals
held in February. Grade 12 student, Maya Wilger, who won our school's Poetry-in-Voice contest
with and competed online in the national semi-finals. In May of 2021, grade 8 student,
Emily Cao, competed in the Optimist Oratorical Contest at the district level, having qualified at
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city and regional competitions. Emily was among a number of Junior and Senior High students
representing Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Montana, and worked hard to secure a 1st place
finish.
Debate
Grade 11 student Awad Khalid, was selected as one of the three Alberta debaters who moved
on to compete for a position on Team Canada. In April of 2021, two grade 9 students, Barry Gu
and Summit Kawakami, competed as a team for the Prague World Schools Debate
Championships. Following much preparation and days of competition against teams from
around the world, our students finished in 1st place in the Senior Division. These amazing
debaters also went undefeated and finished in 1st place at The 7th Oldham Cup 2021
International Debate Tournament with 89 teams competing.
Science Fair
A number of students from grades 6 to 12 completed Science projects then recorded
presentations for an online Webber Academy Science Fair. Winners went on to compete at the
Calgary Youth Science Fair. Nineteen projects were submitted by our students (9 from Senior
High, 5 from Junior High, and 5 from Elementary). During a virtual ceremony hosted by the
CYSF, our students were awarded 11 Gold medals, 5 Silver, and 3 Bronze, as well as, 27 major
awards. Webber Academy was also the recipient of the CCSPE High School Aggregate
Award presented to the high school with the highest overall score in Calgary. Five of the
projects by our students earned placement on the Top 12 list to represent Calgary at
the Canada Wide Science Fair Held in Ottawa in May. At Nationals, grade 12 student B. van der
Raadt earned the People Choice Award-Stroke of Genius and a 2nd place Excellence Award.
Michael Xu earned and Excellence Award and the Actuarial Foundation of Canada Award.
Jakub Gierus and Arnuv Kumar were each awarded Bronze Excellence Awards.
High School Jazz Band
Since the pandemic did not allow for live concerts, our Senior School Jazz Band recorded a
performance under the direction of High School Band teacher, Mr. Jeff Bryant. We are proud of
the effort made by our students especially in consideration of the challenging times.
link: https://vimeo.com/533254543
Art Contest
Grade 7 student Chantel Mei has just been awarded First Place in the Royal Canadian Legion
Remembrance Day Poster Contest of the Intermediate Colour Poster Division. Chantel’s poster
was judged a second time at the district level, AB-NWT Command, resulting in a Second
Place award. In addition to receiving two certificates of recognition, Chantel earns a cash prize
for her incredible achievements. This is a photo of Chantel’s outstanding poster.
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Drama Production
In spite of pandemic restrictions throughout this school year which made most aspects of
performance extremely challenging, our Senior High Drama students persevered. They
performed and recorded an entertaining piece entitled Aged Out written by the Advanced Acting
class held after regular school hours. This play explores the themes of trauma and acceptance
and was well received by our students.
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Assessments
As we approached the final stretch of the 2020-2021 school year, teachers and administrators
continued to be impressed by the engagement of students. Virtual classes unfolded once again
throughout the province as the pandemic escalated and became a more prevailing challenge.
As a result, much consideration needed to be given to final assessments. Although it is
important for students to write final cumulative exams in all core subjects, it was felt that it was
in the best interest of students to complete assessments risk-free in terms of final outcomes.
Therefore, a student's grade, prior to the final exam, became the lowest mark that could be
achieved for a subject with the final assessment acting as an opportunity for improvement.
Notably, considerable assessment had already unfolded since the onset of the school year as
this is an ongoing practice with our enhanced curriculum.

Grade 9 Celebration
Overall, our grade 9 students put forth tremendous effort into their academic and extra-curricular
endeavours. As such, we celebrated their many achievements on May 28, in a live, online
interactive evening featuring speeches, a trivia game, and a talent show for the students and
their parents.

Philanthropy Contest
It is with tremendous gratitude that we acknowledge the generous donation of $23,000 by an
anonymous donor who initiated a philanthropy contest at our school, which was truly embraced
by our students in grades 7 to 12. As part of a marked assignment, every Senior School student
wrote an essay about a chosen charity. Twenty-three winners representing every English class
had a $1,000 donation made to a charity of their choice in their name. Charities that were in
receipt of a donation include:
The Canadian Mental Health Association, Alberta Children’s Hospital, Breast Cancer Society of
Canada, The Calgary Police Youth Foundation, Homes for Heroes Foundation (veterans),
Calgary Library’s My First Bookshelf, Inn from the Cold, Rainbow Railroad, Calgary Human
Society, SEED Kenya (Canadian education charity), Calgary Seniors' Resource Society, and
others.

Year-End Acknowledgement
The Class of 2021 crossed the Webber Academy Performing Arts Centre stage on June 30
during Stage 2 of the provincial re-opening plan. High school teachers completed heartfelt
summaries highlighting each one. Our graduates proudly accepted their diplomas and awards,
in compliance with health restrictions in a modified ceremony, as we celebrated their tenacity
and achievements. They were truly remarkable by the manner in which they complied with
expectations and met with success in a period of strange and uncertain times. We acknowledge
that it was not an easy journey and every student should feel proud of what they were able to
accomplish and feel no shame by the struggles they no doubt experienced. The pandemic
required them to become more considerate, forgiving, flexible, and kind than ever before. We
are also grateful to the staff here at Webber Academy who did their utmost to adjust to everchanging circumstances to make the school environment as safe as possible for our students.
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Academic Plan
Webber Academy is a non-denominational, co-educational university preparatory private school
for students who embrace learning and strive to achieve their very best. The Mission of all staff
is to prepare students to thrive in university and beyond. The school was established in 1997
with classes for 82 students from Kindergarten to grade 5. Within the first month of school
enrolment increased to 96 students. The population more than doubled the following year.
Subsequent grades were added each year with three or four classes in each grade. The first
class to graduate was in June 2005.
The focus of the school is to provide a vibrant and challenging academic program as well as a
variety of extra-curricular activities to allow students opportunities to identify areas of strength
and interest. Teachers share their knowledge and enthusiasm, creating an environment where
students are eager to learn.
The curriculum of Webber Academy is unique in many ways:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

At each grade level the course content extends beyond the provincial requirements in
both “depth” and “breadth”.
Language instruction begins in Junior Kindergarten with an emphasis on the use of
phonics. Spanish is mandatory for all students until the end of grade 6. Mandarin is
mandatory for all students from grade 4 to the end of grade 6. In Junior High students
study Spanish, Mandarin, or French, although some students choose to study two of
these languages.
Music is a required subject for all students up to the end of grade 6, with participation in
choir available as an extra-curricular activity. In Senior School, music is an option and is
taught through a strong concert band program. A number of students take part in Jazz
bands before and after school.
Computer technology has been taught through regularly scheduled classes from grades
1 to 6. Elementary students are exposed to computer technology through an integrated
curriculum. Multiple computer technology courses are offered as options from grade 8
on, but computers are used in a number of subject areas.
Art is an important aspect of the school curriculum and is integrated into a number of
subject areas. In grade 7, art and drama are compulsory, while in grade 8 and 9
students select either subject. Both art and drama are options in high school, and
student artwork is displayed throughout the school.
Physical Education and Athletics are important to a well-balanced program for students
of Webber Academy. Physical Education is mandatory for all students up to grade 10. In
the early years, Physical Education consists primarily of exercise and game activities for
skill development with sports being integrated into the program from grade 4. An
athletics program for Junior and Senior High consisting of cross-country, running, golf,
volleyball, basketball, badminton, soccer, and track and field is carried out throughout
the year, both before and after school. Some of the physical education activities are
taught at nearby facilities.
A Robotics course is taught as an option in high school and a Robotics club is offered in
junior high school.
A unique course entitled Applied Science is offered in grade 11. Every student in this
class is assigned a mentor from the University of Calgary to assist the students with a
project for Science Fair submissions and presentations.
Speech and Debate are important components of the school curriculum. Junior and
Senior High students may participate in Speech and Debate clubs competing with other
schools.
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•

In High School, students are offered both the Honours Program and the Advanced
Placement Program (AP). Students must earn at least an 85 percent in a subject before
being accepted into an AP class. AP students study content that is well beyond the
already enhanced Webber Academy curriculum. The AP program is well recognized by
universities throughout the world and particularly by North American universities.

Overall, Webber Academy is a highly academic school with copious opportunities for students to
develop their skills and interest in the Fine Arts, Physical Education, and many other extracurricular programs. A combination of academic, social, and teamwork skills are taught to
prepare students to become “well rounded” and future leaders in society.
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Required Outcomes & Performance Measures
Outcome One: Alberta’s students are successful.

Elementary School
Performance Measures
•
•
•

All students achieved a standard of excellence or an acceptable level on the Provincial
Achievement Tests, which were written in June of 2021
100% participation in Grade 6
Results are shared with parents

Provincial Achievement Test Results
2020-2021 Grade 6 Mathematics Achievement Test:
• 89 Grade 6 students were enrolled in 2020-2021, and all 89 were present for the
Mathematics Achievement Test
• 89 students (100%) achieved an acceptable standard result
• 67 students (75%) achieved a standard of excellence result
• None of our students received a below acceptable standard result
2020-2021 Grade 6 English Language Arts Achievement Test:
• 89 Webber Academy Grade 6 students participated in writing the English Language Arts
Test
• 89 students (100%) achieved an acceptable standard result
• 73 students (82%) achieved a standard of excellence result
• None of our students received a below acceptable standard result

Senior School
Performance Measures
•
•
•
•

All students achieved a standard of excellence or an acceptable level on the PATs.
Standardized tests were written in June of 2021
100% participation in Grade 9
Results are shared with parents
132 students in Senior High School also wrote at least one AP exam. A total of 325
exams were written by our students

Provincial Achievement Test Results
2020-2021 Grade 9 Mathematics Achievement Test:
• 84 Grade 9 students were enrolled in 2020-2021, and all 84 were present for the
Mathematics 9 Achievement Test
• 84 students (100%) achieved an Acceptable Standard result
• 79 students (94%) achieved a Standard of Excellence result
2020-2021 Grade 9 English Language Arts Achievement Test:
• 84 Grade 6 students participated in writing the English Language Arts Achievement Test
• 84 students (100%) achieved an Acceptable standard result
• 62 students (74%) achieved a Standard of Excellence result
2020-2021 Diploma Exam Results:
•

Diploma exams were made optional for all students in the province, therefore, very few
chose to write exams (one or two per subject). No reports were produced for 2021.
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AP Exam Results:
• 132 students in Senior High School wrote at least one AP exam. A total of 325 exams
were written by our students.
• 128 students (97%) achieved scores of 3+. Scores of 3 or higher are considered as
university level passes.
High School Completion/Dropout Rate/Post-Secondary Transition 2020-21
The Dropout rate at our school is zero; 100% of our students completed High School within 3
years of entering grade 10 (95.9% is showing on the Alberta Education document).

The High School to Post-Secondary Transition Rate within 6 years is 100% (34% is showing on
the Alberta Education document which only includes within-province transitions).
100% of our students write four or more Diploma Exams within three years of entering grade 10
(in a regular year).
The percentage of Webber Academy teachers, parents, and students who are satisfied
that students model the characteristics of active citizenship is 93.9% for 2021.
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Percentage of Webber Academy teachers and parents who agree that students are taught
attitudes and behaviours that will make them successful at work when they finish school
is 97.9%.

Comment on Results - Elementary & Senior School
The school is pleased with the academic success of our student population, especially having
regard for the pandemic.
There was 100% participation in both the Mathematics 6 and English Language Arts 6 test and
the overall percentage of Grade 6 students achieving the Standard of Excellence was very close
to being the same as it has been in the past. Students did particularly well with the reading
component of the English Language Arts 6 test.
There was 100% participation in both the Mathematics 9 and English Language Arts 9 tests and
the overall percentage of Grade 9 students achieving the Standard of Excellence was as high
as it has been in the past. Students did particularly well with the writing component of the
English Language Arts 9 and the non-calculator portion of the Mathematics 9 tests.
Senior High students challenged themselves with even more AP exams than they have taken in
the past and achieved great success, equal to previous years.
Outcomes
•
•
•

Students demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of provincial learning outcomes.
Students continue to demonstrate competencies in critical thinking, communication,
problem solving, information management, creativity, and collaboration.
Our High School students continue to demonstrate knowledge and achievement at the
first-year university level through their success in AP exams, showing a strong
preparation for university.

Strategies
•
•
•

Teachers work collaboratively during divisional meetings, team meetings, and crossdivisional meetings to provide consistency.
Teachers continue to participate in professional development that will further enhance
consistent teaching practices and assessments.
Language Arts teachers continue to participate in local marking of the ELA exams
resulting in an enhanced understanding of provincial expectations.
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•

•
•

Teachers conduct purposeful and focused reflection reviewing previous PAT and
diploma results, program content and delivery, and identify the successful elements of
areas of growth.
Teachers continue to embrace advanced teaching practices especially in early years to
set students up for success throughout their academic career.
Teachers will focus on clear communication between school and home to foster a
positive learning environment and a collaborative approach with parents. This will be
done via email, phone calls, in person meetings or virtual meetings on a regular basis.

Student Support
•

•
•
•

Educational Assistant support from Junior Kindergarten to Grade 3. These support
teachers work with students who require additional support in literacy and numeracy.
The WISE reading program is also used to enhance literacy skills.
Ongoing assessment and enrichment is provided.
The school has a Registered Psychologist that is available to work with students and
parents.
Three academic counsellors assist our students in Senior School by giving support with
organization, test taking, and time management strategies.

Teacher Support
•
•
•

•

•

New teachers are supported by a designated mentor as well as an administrator
whenever needed.
All staff members have access to services through our health care plan.
Teachers have equal access to a Professional Development allowance to attend
conferences, virtual sessions, or other opportunities upon approval. A substitute teacher
is provided if the teacher is attending the session throughout the week during school
hours.
Staff members embrace a team approach to the enhancement and delivery of the
curriculum. Each grade from Kindergarten to Grade 6 has a team of 3 teachers that work
collaboratively to plan and execute unit plans, daily lessons, and assessments. Teams
are often expanded for vertical planning.
The team approach continues in Senior School with strong collaboration within all
subject areas.

Language Outcomes
•
•

•

Spanish is taught from Junior Kindergarten to Grade 6
Mandarin is taught from Grades 4 to 6
In Senior School, students can continue to take Mandarin, or Spanish (or both), and also
have an opportunity to take French

Behaviour Domain
Outcomes
•
•
•

Students will develop active citizenship skills, caring for others and treating each other
with respect
Students will feel safe in school
Students will develop the skills, attitudes, and behaviours necessary for learning beyond
school
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Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

•

Familiarize students with specific virtues throughout K-6 in a number of ways, including
assembly presentations, health lessons, and highlighting student behaviours. This
includes a Citizenship award for a Grade 6 student.
In Junior High, students are awarded Student of the Month, which highlights positive
behaviours.
Continue to ensure that each grade level complete meaningful assignments that will
ensure students learn about First Nations, Metis, and Inuit perspectives and
experiences.
Continue to hold students accountable for their actions and behaviours, creating an
environment where all students feel safe and supported.
Continue to deliver a range of extra-curricular opportunities for students in the
elementary including, but not limited to: Division I Choir, Division II Choir, Cross-Country
Running Club, Chess Club, Math and Science Contests, Spelling Bee, Gardening Club,
Book Club, Science Olympics, Volleyball, Basketball, and Dance Club; each showcasing
the required skillset for lifelong learning.
Continue to deliver a range of extra-curricular activities for Senior School students
including, but not limited to: JH and SH Jazz Bands, Art Club, JH Drama Club, Model
United Nations, Speech, Debate, Reach for the Top, Robotics, JH Student Council, SH
Student Council, Science Olympics, Students on the Beamline, Designer Genes, Big
Data Club, Math Contests, Voices Magazine, Legacy Project, JH Investment Club, GSA.

Outcome Two: Alberta’s education system supports First Nations, Metis, and Inuit students’
success.
Although our school has no self-identified students as First Nations, Metis, or Inuit, the school is
committed to infusing Aboriginal perspectives by ensuring the curriculum includes a Program of
Studies that celebrates the culture and rich history of our First Nations, Metis, and Inuit
communities. This is a key component of our curriculum at various grade levels. As early as
Grade Two, in Community Studies lessons, the children are exposed to an in depth examination
of the First Nations communities of Iqaluit and Meteghan.
Outcome Three: Alberta’s education system respects diversity and promotes inclusion.
Percentage of Webber Academy teachers, parents, and students who are in agreement:
that students are safe at school, are learning the importance of caring for others, are
learning respect for others and are treated fairly in school is 96%.
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Outcome Four: Alberta has excellent teachers, and school, and school authority leaders.
Percentage of Webber Academy teachers, parents, and students satisfied with the
opportunity for students to receive a broad program of studies including fine arts, career,
technology, and health and physical education is 94.2%.

Outcome Five: Alberta’s education system is well governed and managed.
Percentage of Webber Academy teachers and parents satisfied with parental involvement
in decisions about their child's education is 88.1%.
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Percentage of Webber Academy teachers, parents, and students indicating that their
school and schools in their jurisdiction have improved or stayed the same the last three
years is 91.6%.

Percentage of Webber Academy teachers, parents and students satisfied with the overall
quality of basic education is 96%.
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Required Alberta Education Assurance Measures - Overall Summary
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Summary of Financial Results
Key Financial information about the school:
Webber Academy Foundation (WAF) completed its third (full) year of operations, after the
reorganization, which resulted in all of the assets being divided between two charitable
organizations. The second registered charity is called West Aspen Holdings Ltd. (WAHL).
WAHL’s mandate is to focus on managing the cash and real property with the intention of
providing assistance with the charitable activities of WAF. WAF is now leasing the school
facilities from WAHL. This change in structure is common among private schools and has
resulted in more efficient operations.
Capital expenditures during 2020-2021 were $471,965. This was for computer equipment,
software, furniture, equipment, and books. Capital projects are now funded by West Aspen
Holdings Ltd.
The instructional fee revenue earned during 2020-2021 was $16,378,594. Funding from Alberta
Education for the 2020-2021 school year was $5,472,762. Total revenue was $22,750,713.
Of the $22,404,172 in total expenses for 2020-2021, $13,329,832 or 59% relates to Wages and
Benefits. There was no interest expense during 2020-2021, as there was no long term debt. The
‘other expenses’ category includes: advertising, cafeteria supplies, utilities, professional fees,
school supplies, advertising, school functions, insurance, and program activity fees.
Program expenditure information for 2020-2021 audited and 2021-2022 Budget:
Program Expenditure
Excursions
Program Activity Fees
School Supplies
School Functions

2020-2021 Actual
$ 2,445
$ 21,533
$238,955
$ 54,156

2021-2022 Budget
$ 50,000
$146,000
$270,000
$140,000

Guiding principles used in financial planning:
Student enrolment is the key component to the financial planning. We take into consideration
past trends as well as what is happening in the economy at present.
The reader may access additional financial and budget information by:
- Reviewing the Audited Financial Statements
- Contacting Rhonda Burke, Director of Finance at Webber Academy 403-277-4700
- Contacting Joan Valente, Partner at RSM Canada 403-298-1517
Budget 2021-2022:
Excess of Revenues over Expenses for August 31, 2022 - $500,000
Capital expenditures 2021-2022 - $750,000
The budgeted revenue from instructional fees is $17,519,000 which is based on student
enrolment of 985 (actual enrolment at September 30, 2021 was 1,003 students).
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Webber Academy
2021-2022 Budget-Revenue
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Webber Academy
2021-2022 Budget-Expense
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Webber Academy - Revenue 2020-2021
(audited)
2%

1% 1% 1%

24%

72%

Instructional Fees $16,378,594
Cafeteria $370,289
Bus Transportation $187,101

Government Funding $5,472,762
Interest income $209,877
Other $132,090

Webber Academy - Expenses 2020-2021
(audited)
6%
2%

1%

2% 2%

15%

59%
13%

Wages & Benefits $13,329,832
Rent $3,343,740
Utilities $283,170
Bus Transportation $445,940

Donation $2,900,000
Amortization $455,494
Maintenance $374,893
Other $1,271,103
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Timelines & Communication
This document is submitted annually to Alberta Education in order to meet provincial
requirements for ongoing funding and is posted on our school website to ensure the contents
are readily available for review by interested parties.
School website link: www.webberacademy.ca

Whistleblower Protection
The 2013 Public Interest Disclosure (Whistleblower Protection) Regulation requires Alberta
School Authorities include whistleblower disclosures in an annual Combined Three Year
Education Plan and Annual Education Results Report. There are no disclosures to report. Any
employee who wishes to disclose a significant and serious wrongdoing in the workplace can
have their workplace handle the matter internally or make a report to the Public Interest
Commissioner. “Wrongdoing” under the Act is defined as illegal acts, an act or omission that
creates a substantial and specific danger to the life, health or safety of individuals, a substantial
and specific danger to the environment, gross mismanagement of public funds or counselling a
person to commit a wrongdoing. The school’s Whistleblower Policy is contained in the Staff
Handbook provided to employees. The policy was also discussed at length in an all-staff
meeting at the commencement of the new school year.
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Wildcats Baseball
Webber Academy Athletic Park

Webber Academy Athletic Park paving the way for baseball and community athletics!
Situated with mountain views as a backdrop, our vision is to attract athletes in Calgary and
surrounding areas to come together and participate in a stellar baseball program and reap the
benefits of the incredible amenities the facility will offer.
Opening Spring 2022

“To prepare students to thrive in university and beyond…”

